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This is a VST3 plugin. Verify that your DAW is compatible with VST3 prior to installation.
This plugin is not backwards compatible with previous versions. Back up your relevant
sessions accordingly to ensure your old sessions stay intact.
SUBVERT is a stereo plugin; be sure that you are instantiating it on a stereo track.
1. Unpack the SUBVERT.zip le
2. Via the SUBVERT_INSTALLERS folder, run the installer for your system.
a) Windows Users: now that our plugins are in a single format on Windows
(VST3) the installer no longer necessitates destination options. The plugin
les will automatically be installed in the correct system subfolders.
b) Mac Users: Note that there is a separate installer for the factory presets,
which you should run if you wish to install the presets on your system. If
you encounter a preset installation error, we are aware of this potential
issue and we have put together comprehensive instructions on how to
resolve this. Please download them here: MAC PRESET HELP
3. Launch your AU/VST3 DAW and instantiate SUBVERT on a stereo track.
4. Load some audio onto the track and check out the factory presets to get a sense for
how the plugin sounds and works.
If you require tech support, you may reach us at: support@glitchmachines.com

SUBVERT DESCRIPTION:
Subvert is a 3-Channel multi-effects processor designed to facilitate the decimation of
the frequency spectrum. Based around 5 effects; multimode distortion, FM ring
modulator, digitizer, metalizer and multimode lter, Subvert generates anything from
subtle harmonics to relentlessly brutal distortions. Offering three channels of each
effects chain and a wealth of modulation options, Subvert is our take on the ideal tool to
inject your productions with a sinister and aggressive edge.
Driving its core are 2 envelope followers and 4 LFOs with optional tempo sync, which
can have their output inverted or combined using up to 4 mixers. The nal output of the
plugin can also be sculpted with the on board master equalizer. Subvert features an
assortment of presets, showcasing the various facets of this diverse effects processing
plugin. From subdued, hostile overtones to deadly seething noisescapes, Subvert
brings an extensive range of vicious effects to your audio arsenal.
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SETUP:

SIGNAL FLOW:

Subvert is divided into 3 identical channels featuring a chain of 5 signal processors.
Each channel has its own master module, located in the Global Section of the plugin,
where you will nd IN and OUT level controls as well as a CHANNEL BYPASS button.
The channels process the incoming source signal in PARALLEL, and their outputs are
consolidated in the Global Section where the resulting signal passes through the
3BAND EQ on its way to the MASTER OUTPUT.
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Subvert’s exible signal routing options allow you to deactivate certain effects within a
given channel in order to set up your preferred combination of parallel and serial
processing patches.
For instance, you could deactivate all modules except for the Metalizer module on
Channel 1, then deactivate all modules except for the Filter module on Channel 2, and
nally you could deactivate all modules except for the Distortion module on Channel 3.
That way, a combination of effects that would normally serially process the incoming
signal are set up in parallel, across the three channels.
______________________________
Each signal processing module within a given channel has a small circular button at its
top-right corner. This circle is a dedicated ‘active toggle’, allowing you to exclude the
corresponding module from that channel’s signal processing chain.

______________________________
When you rst start building your own patches with Subvert, we recommend you keep
things simple by bypassing channels 2 & 3 in order to focus on a single chain. This way,
you can familiarize yourself with the characteristics of the individual effects before
eventually setting up much more complex patches by activating more processors and
layering in effects from all of the available channels as described above.
When a module is deactivated, its parameters will become greyed out and inactive.
The 5 signal processing modules within a channel process the incoming signal in a
SERIAL chain as they appear in the user interface, from top to bottom.
Since the rst processor in each channel is a multi-mode lter, it is also possible to set
up multi-band effects patches where each channel is processing a different frequency
range of the incoming signal.
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ROUTING CONCEPT:

COLOR CODING:
The 4 UI colors are designated to the following sections / functions:
FUCHSIA : Audio Processing
GREEN : Modulation Source
BLUE : Audio Output
LIGHT BLUE : Targeted Parameters

VALUE OVERLAY:
Parameters that may require precise adjustments have been equipped
with a parameter value overlay. To reveal the current value of such
parameters, click on the corresponding knob. Likewise, as you adjust
the relevant parameter, a small overlay will appear, displaying its value.

SCALABLE INTERFACE:

You may scale the Subvert interface by dragging the bottom-right corner of the window
until you reach the desired proportions. This setting is automatically saved and the
plugin will launch with the set dimensions until altered.
Should the interface ever exceed the boundaries of your screen, you can trash the
preferences to reset its dimensions. To do this, navigate to the preferences via the
Global Menu option and trash the corresponding le before relaunching the plugin.
The Initialize Parameters option in the Con g
Menu allows you to quickly reset your patch.

Holding the Control/Command (Mac/Win) key gives you ner control over a parameter.
Doubl clicking a knob will set it to its default value.
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FILTER MODULE:

MODE MENU : Available for each lter, this menu allows you to choose between
lowpass, highpass, bandpass and notch.
CUT : this parameter lets you adjust the cutoff frequency in Hertz.
RES : this parameter controls the amount of emphasis at the lter cutoff frequency.
MIX : this control lets you adjust the ratio of original signal vs. the processed signal at
the module’s output.
The MIX parameter is repeated at every module and will thus be excluded from
subsequent module descriptions.
ACTIVE TOGGLE : the small circular button at the top-right allows you to deactivate the
module, thus excluding it from the signal processing chain of the corresponding
channel. Modules are active by default. When deactivated, a module’s parameters will
become inactive and greyed out.
The ACTIVE TOGGLE parameter is repeated at every module and will thus be excluded
from subsequent module descriptions.
As mentioned earlier in this guide, it is possible to set up various multi-band processing
scenarios by using the lters to determine which aspects of the frequency spectrum a
particular channel will be processing. The easiest way to hear this is by choosing the
BAND PASS lter (BPF), where the following effects within the corresponding channel
will only process the chosen frequency band.
The small crescent knobs and corresponding menus next to certain parameters are
dedicated to modulation, which will be explained later in this guide.
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RING MODULATOR MODULE:

The Ring Mod’s input amplitude is modulated by a high frequency sine oscillator
(OSC1) whose frequency is modulated by another sine oscillator (OSC2).
CAR FRQ : determines the frequency of the carrier wave (OSC1).
MOD FREQ : determines the frequency of the modulator wave (OSC2).
FM : controls the amount of modulation applied to the carrier.

METALIZER MODULE:

The Metalizer effect is a delay line with very short delay times designed to achieve
metallic effects. .
TIME: the delay time (CCW for shorter delay, CW for longer delay)
FEEDBACK: the feedback amount of the delay
This effect can be used to create chorus/ anger fx when the delay time is modulated.
VERSION 1.3.0
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DISTORTION MODULE:

We consider the distortion module to be the heart of Subvert. Subvert is not a direct
port, but a completely reworked spiritual successor of the popular (now discontinued)
GORGON plugin from Inear Display. We have taken great care to retain all of Gorgon’s
desirable characteristics, while implementing numerous signi cant improvements to its
architecture and overall exibility.

The dropdown menu contains 4 distortion modes:
GORGON: this legacy algorithm was used in Inear Display’s Gorgon plugin. It features
an aggressive overdriven sound which boosts the signal even at low drive settings.
SHAPE: a more traditional wave shaper-style distortion with an overdriven timbre.
FOLD: a more digital sounding distortion which generates more complex tones.
CREEPER: a signal clipper that inverts the phase of the clipped peaks. At low drive
settings, it will introduce erratic glitches and pops in the signal that will get closer as the
drive amount is increased. At high drive settings it provides a unique avor of digital
distortion.

Once you choose a distortion mode from the dropdown menu, the Drive and
Oversampling parameters will affect the selected mode.

DRIVE : the amount of signal boost applied before the active distortion mode.
OVR : toggling this on will turn on oversampling for the distortion module to reduce
aliasing at the expense of slightly higher CPU load. This will, in turn, make the
distortion effects sound less aggressive.
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DIGITIZER MODULE:

The digitizer module combines sample rate reduction and bit depth reduction effects.
Each of the effects in this module has its own dedicated Mix knob, effectively giving you
two effects in one module.
BITS : emulates the effect of bit-depth reduction, making the signal « dirtier/noisier » as
the value gets lower. The range of this parameter is 1 bit - 16 bits.
RATIO : this is the familiar and highly useful sample rate reduction effect. In
combination with the BITS parameter and the available distortion effects, it is possible to
achieve all types of extremely brutal and aggressive noise effects. The range of this
parameter is 1X - 32X.

______________________________
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MODULATION SECTION:

Complex modulations routings give motion to Subvert’s core. All key parameters can be
modulated using the onboard LFOs, envelope followers, mod mixers and mod inverters.
One of the highlights of Subvert’s modulation system is the ability to modulate the LFO
rates, which can result in extremely complex shapes.
For example, this allows you to modulate LFO1’s rate via LFO2, while LFO1 is set as
the source for another parameter.
You can easily take this several steps further by employing the modulation mixers and
inverters, which allow you to mix and invert modulation sources to further twist and
contort the parameter animations within your patches.
On top of all this, you also have two Envelope Followers to work with, which allow you
to base modulations on the transients of incoming signals.
Thanks to the cross-modulation made possible by these modulators, Subvert is capable
of achieving highly dynamic and complex effects.
At the right side of each modulatable parameter in Subvert,
you will nd a modulation source menu. Clicking on this menu
will reveal a list of all possible modulation sources.
Each instance of this source menu is accompanied by a
crescent modulation depth knob which allows you to
determine the range of modulation applied to the
corresponding parameter.
The modulated parameter’s current value is used as the oor value for modulation. The
modulation depth knob then represents the range in percent that will be used for
modulation : between the current parameter value and the maximum parameter value.

Parameters that are targeted for modulation will automatically turn light blue to indicate
that the respective parameter has an active modulation assignment.

VERSION 1.3.0
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ENVELOPE FOLLOWERS:

The envelope follower modules track the changes of amplitude in the input signal and
output a smoothed version of these, suitable for controlling other parameters.
SENSITIVITY : This parameter adjusts the gain of the input signal. This will act on the
range of the envelope.
ATTACK : The attack time of the envelope in milliseconds.
RELEASE : The release time of the envelope in milliseconds.

LFO MODULES:

RATE : This control lets you set the frequency of the LFO either in Hertz, or in beat
divisions if the SYNC button is toggled on. This parameter can also be modulated.
SYNC : The metronome icon allows you to synchronize the LFO to your host’s clock.
When sync is active, the rate knob will be locked to various possible beat divisions.
WAVE MENU : This menu lets you choose the waveform of the low frequency oscillator.
Simply click&drag the waveform icon to select the desired waveform.
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MOD MIXERS:

You can use these modules to convolve two modulators. Simply use the drop down
menus to set the two modulators of choice.
The outputting modulation balance is calculated according to the position of the MIX
parameter which can itself be modulated for evolving modulation shape mutations.

Keep in mind that you can achieve all sorts of complex modulations with these mixers
by mixing the outputs of other mixers or outputs of cross-modulated LFO’s, etc.

INVERTERS:

This module is especially useful as it allows you to invert the modulation signals from
the Envelopes, LFOs, and Modulation Mixers. This makes it possible to modulate 2
parameters in synchronized yet opposite directions by assigning a modulator to one
parameter, and the inverted version of the same modulator to another parameter.
Use the drop down menu in each inverter, to select the parameter you wish to invert.
The inverted output can then be assigned as a modulation source to the parameter of
your choice.
______________________________
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GLOBAL SECITON:

The Global Section consolidates the incoming signals from the individual channels and
sends the resulting signal through the 3-Band EQ before arriving at the master output.

CHANNEL MASTERS:

IN LEVEL : a gain stage designated to the amplitude of the signal coming into the
channel from your source (D.A.W., external input, etc).
CHANNEL BYPASS: deactivates an entire channel and its processors.
OUT LEVEL : a gain stage designated to the amplitude of the signal coming out of each
channel, on its way to the 3-Band EQ.
Keep in mind that the effects will respond differently at various amplitude levels, so be
sure to experiment with the IN and OUT levels of each channel to achieve the desired
results within your patch.
If things are sounding completely over the top, yet you’re satis ed with the overall setup
of a patch, simply dialing back the amplitude settings of each channel can yield far more
controlled and desirable results.
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MASTER EQUALIZER:

This equalizer is used to process the consolidated output of Subvert’s 3 channels.
This 3-Band Equalizer is used to sculpt and ne tune the consolidated signal before it
makes its way into the Master Output module. The EQ is useful when you want to tame
a particularly nasty patch or simply want to emphasize or de-emphasize a speci c
portion of the frequency spectrum, which is crucial when dealing with distortion effects.
It features three sweepable frequency bands (LOW, MID, HIGH) with amplitude control
(AMP) over each band.

MASTER OUTPUT:

This module gives you access over the amplitude and mix of the plugin’s output.
The nal output signal of the plugin can be scaled using the AMP control.
You can set the ratio of unprocessed vs. processed signal using the DRY/WET knob.

The DRY/WET parameter can also be modulated.
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FOOTER:

MIDI LEARN: To assign a knob to a MIDI controller, click «LEARN». Once learn mode
is active, move the control you wish to assign on the plugin interface, then move a knob
or slider on your MIDI controller and the parameter will be bound to that control.
MIDI UNLEARN: To unlearn a parameter, activate the «UNLEARN» switch, move the
parameter you wish to disconnect on the plugin and its assignment will be cleared.

You need to properly con gure MIDI in your D.A.W. to be routed to the Subvert plugin.
Please refer to your D.A.W. documentation for information on this subject.
MIDI mappings are saved saved with a D.A.W. project or can be saved/loaded manually
from the global menu’s MIDI submenu.
CC85 is automatically assigned to the randomizer and cannot be used in MIDI learn.

PROGRAM CHANGES:
Subvert will respond to MIDI program changes by triggering the corresponding presets
according to their order in the preset menu.
Presets are sorted alphabetically, so to prepare a set of presets to be recalled by
program changes you can rename the desired presets by adding a pre x like «01» and
save them again to sort them in the correct order.

We recommend saving a backup copy of your presets folder prior to renaming any les.
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PRESETS:

You can navigate through the presets either by clicking in the drop-down menu, or by
using the navigational arrows to increment/decrement though the list.
SAVE PRESET… : Opens a dialog box that will allow you to save the current preset on
your hard drive using the extension “.subp”.

Only presets saved in the default folder (where the dialog box opens by default) will
appear in the menu.
Due to signi cant changes, factory & user presets, project states and automation from
older versions of Subvert are incompatible with this version of the plugin.

RANDOMIZE:
If you’re feeling uninspired, use this function to breathe new life into your work ow.
= RANDOMIZE
This button allows you to randomize the settings of the plugin in order to come up with
fresh starting points for new presets.
Clicking on ? icon will set most parameters to random values. This is particularly useful
when creating your own presets, as the plugin will generate unforeseen results which
you can use as fresh starting points for new effects.
MIDI CC85 is mapped to the Randomizer, allowing you to automate randomization

VERSION 1.3.0
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CONFIGURATION MENU:

= CONFIGURATION MENU
The Con guration Menu gives you access to several important settings:
INITIALIZE PARAMETERS : reverts all parameters to their default settings
CLEAR MODULATIONS : clears all modulation assignments. Useful when you nd
your modulation assignments to have taken a negative turn and you want to clear them
without affecting the current parameter values.
MIDI MAP:
• Clear : Erases all current MIDI mappings
• Save : Saves the current mappings to a le
• Load : Restores the mappings set from a previously saved le
OPEN PRESETS DIRECTORY : This option will pull up your OS
automatically taking you to the correct presets folder in your system.

le browser,

SHOW PREFERENCES FILE : This option will pull up your OS le browser, from where
you can access the preferences le that stores the plugin’s con guration options. This is
useful if you should ever need to reset Subvert’s User Interface to its default
proportions. In that case, simply trash the corresponding preferences le and relaunch
the plugin in your D.A.W.
Thanks for purchasing SUBVERT!
Please check out the rest of our products at our website: https://glitchmachines.com
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